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Superior Cabinets named Saskatchewan Manufacturer of the Year
Superior Cabinets has been selected as the recipient of the 2015 Saskatchewan Manufacturer of the
Year award for its exemplary achievements in the areas of innovation, leadership, export, and
manufacturing practices.
The award was presented by Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters (CME) and RBC Royal Bank last
night, November 29th, at the annual Ministers’ Manufacturing Dinner, hosted by dignitaries of the
Government of Saskatchewan.
“This significant recognition celebrates manufacturing leaders that are making meaningful
contributions to job creation, economic growth, and the community in Saskatchewan,” says CME
Senior Vice-President, Mathew Wilson. “These are the leaders driving our communities; and I am
proud to recognize Superior Cabinets for its continued leadership and innovation in the province.”
Founded in 1980, Superior Cabinets is one of Western Canada’s leading manufacturers and suppliers
of frameless kitchens with a long-held and well-earned reputation for fine quality products,
outstanding customer service, and dedication to employee success.
Super Cabinets has been through all ups and downs imagined, from economic states, to losing a key
member of the business tragically, yet they have been quick to adjust the sails in difficult times, while
making sound, strategic decisions that have continuously resulted in growth.
The role of technology and continuous improvement has been crucial in its success, where leadership
and the development of its people are the drivers of this.
Throughout its ups and downs, Superior Cabinets has still managed to maintain its corporate social
responsibility by helping charities and initiatives such as Habitat for Humanity, the Crisis Nursery,
Movember, and numerous cancer-fighting agencies, to name a few.
“RBC is proud to collaborate, innovate and partner with CME and to support its members who fuel our
economy and contribute to the global ecosystem,” says Andy Wolske, RBC Vice-President of
Commercial Financial Services. “A shining example of business achievement and a champion for the
community, we join in congratulating and celebrating Superior Cabinets as Saskatchewan
Manufacturer of the Year.”
In 2015, manufacturing sales in Saskatchewan totaled $14 billion, and employed over 26,000 people,
contributing 6.6% to Saskatchewan’s GDP.
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